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R angedale’s fleet capacity and service 

offerings provide a diverse range of services 

and equipment ideally targeted to provide 

overall support to major infrastructure projects, 

water authorities, utility companies, manufacturing, 

industrial, oil and gas and other contractors.

The company operates on a 24/7 capacity, with 

a fleet of more than 100 assets and 250 employees 

across the group with four locations within Victoria 

and one in New South Wales.

Rangedale’s fleet includes the latest IBAK cameras, 

jetting units, combination/vacuum units, excavators, 

tippers and other specialised equipment, plant and 

safety equipment purpose-built to service any industry.

New additions

Rangedale’s latest offering is the V8 Scania non-

destructive digging unit, with its size, power and 

capabilities sure to prove enticing for customers across 

a wide range of industries.

The CAP BORA has been custom built for 

Rangedale in order to continue to provide quality 

service, flexibility, capability and greater efficiency 

when getting the job done, making this unit unique for 

its overall performance in its industry.

The harvesting ability of this unit for 8 inch  

(203 mm) hydro excavation or wet/dry vacuum 

recovery is unmatched, with the biggest filtration 

system in the market allowing for no loss of suction 

and greater load recovery rates.

In its arsenal, the 6,500 CFM vacuum capacity is 

coupled with a Class ‘B’ high-pressure water system 

– with up to 5,800 psi digging pressure, 3,400 L water 

capacity and a 12.3 m3 volume debris tank, this is one 

of the most powerful units on the market today.

Taking on the biggest projects

Rangedale has expanded its service offering which 

now includes high pressure water blasting and high 

velocity vacuum excavation to service day to day 

maintenance works and periodic shut down works to 

the heavy industrial, manufacturing, petrochemical and 

oil and gas industries.

The company has worked, and continues to work, 

on some of the highest profile and most vital major 

infrastructure projects throughout Victoria and NSW, 

including but not limited to major tunnelling projects, 

a range of level crossing removals and a prominent 

Victorian utility’s capital works operation. 

Rangedale repeatedly wins these contracts through 

its continuous investment in people, plant, training, 

safety and its commitment to social inclusion, the 

environment and sustainability.

The company engages its clients with 

professionalism and integrity enabling long-term 

relationships to grow, along with ensuring continual 

improvement, open lines of communication and 

consistent innovation is a priority to facilitate 

contractors and subcontractors offering the best 

business practices on the market.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXCAVATION

Rangedale still an easy first choice

For more information visit www.rangedale.com.au

Rangedale is home to Australia’s most modern fleet of industrial drain cleaning vehicles, offering a 
complete range of expertise and job-specific solutions to resolve any problem within the field. The 
family-owned business is undoubtedly a market leader and is contracted for some of the largest and 
most high-profile infrastructure projects on Australia’s east coast.

Rangedale has an extensive fleet and experienced employees.

Rangedale’s CAP BORA is efficient and capable.


